
 EDUCATION -- SEARCH TIPS BY DATABASE 
Database Contents Limit to Research Studies Other Helpful Limiters 

Education 

Source 

 1990- 

 Education-related journal articles 

   (Over 1800 journals are full text) 

 Some books and conference 

papers 

Recommended: Check box to limit to  

“Scholarly (Peer Reviewed) Journals” 

 

 Next to one search box, change “select 

a field” pull-down menu to “Abstract.”   

Type in: study 

Helpful Subjects: 

 Empirical research 

 Meta-analysis 

 Program effectiveness 

 

ERIC  1966- 

 Education-related journal articles 

 ERIC documents (reports, 

curriculum, teaching 

guides/activities, etc.) 

Recommended: Check box to limit to  

“Peer Reviewed” 

 

 Next to one search box, change “select 

a field” pull-down menu to “Abstract.”   

Type in: study 

 

 Educational levels: Scroll down to 

select, E.g., elementary education; 

primary education; higher 

education OR add “elementary” 

[etc.] to search 
 Limit to literature reviews: add 

“literature reviews” to search 

 Helpful subjects:  

meta analysis, program 

effectiveness, quasiexperimental 

PsycINFO  1887- 

 journal articles 

 technical reports 

 books that are parts of series 

 dissertations 

Recommended: Check box to limit to  

“Peer Reviewed” 

 

 Next to one search box, change “select 

a field” pull-down menu to “Abstract.”   

Type in: study  

 Recommended: Limit to English 

 Research methods: Pull down 

the METHODOLOGY menu to 

select: literature reviews, 

empirical study, meta analysis, 

quantitative study, and more. 

Communication 

& Mass Media 

Complete 

 Includes communication disorders, 

second language acquisition, etc. 

 Journal articles 

Recommended: Check box to limit to  

“Scholarly (Peer Reviewed) Journals” 

 

 Next to one search box, change “select 

a field” pull-down menu to “Abstract.”  

Type in: study 

 

 

NOTE: If your focus is literature-based, try: MLA or Humanities International Complete or Literature Resource Center. 

 

DOES MURRAY LIBRARY HAVE THIS JOURNAL?  IS IT AVAILABLE ONLINE? 
If the full text for an article is not linked, open new window for the Journal Titles A-Z  (under Find) to see if we have the journal in 

paper or online. 

 

Questions?  Sarah Myers  smyers@messiah.edu  Ex. 3590                                                             09/16 

mailto:smyers@messiah.edu

